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Welcome!
DO NOW: Please take this AZELLA data survey.

Address: http://tinyurl.com/pellsurvey2017

This will help us plan future sessions. 

Thank you! 
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Objective & Agenda
Objective: Using a mock data set, participants will analyze class data 
(AZELLA results)  to identify goals and inform instruction using a data 
dialogue process.

❖ Mindsets for Data Conversations
❖ AZELLA Data Dialogue Simulation

➢ Class Data Set
➢ Stage III Data Graphic Organizer

❖ Reflection and Next Steps



MINDSETS FOR 
DATA 
CONVERSATIONS

RATIONALE: The Mindsets for Data Conversations are designed to be “norms” to 
reinforce the importance of data mindsets for fostering a safe data analysis 
environment.



Adapted from multiple sources, including the 
33 Minute Data Dialogue Graphic Organizer from the Arizona Charter Schools Association

Data
DIALOGUESAZELLA

Frame the meeting: positive tone. We’re getting to know our kids’ data to be able to 
provide them with a high quality and personalized education.



Step 1: Purpose and Expectations

● Review and analyze AZELLA data.

● Identify instructional goals and strategies.

Be intentional when looking at the data. 
● Data-informed instruction
● Growth Mindset
● Differentiated Instruction
●

*Connect to your district’s teacher expectations/evaluation system. For example, the 
AZELLA Data Dialogues align to Domain 1b (Demonstrating Knowledge of Students) 
and Domain 1c (Setting Instructional Outcomes) of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework 
for Teaching.



❖ I observe that…

❖ Some patterns/trends that I notice…

❖ I can count…

❖ I am surprised to see…

Data Dialogue Observation 
Sentence Starters

I observe that 2 of 
my students who 
are Basic overall 
are Intermediate 
in Reading.

As you are analyzing your data, keep in mind these sentence starters.  Remember, just record 
facts (no, because… therefore… it seems… however…).  Conjectures, explanations, 
conclusions, and inferences are off-limits. 
You make statements about 

● quantities 

○ Over half the students…
○ Less than half...

● the presence of certain specific information and/or numerical relationships between 
ideas 

○ Over 90% of the students achieved below standard in Problem Solving.

○ Compared to last year’s data, the percentage of students performing at the 
advanced and on-standard levels in Skills increased by 8%.



Step 2: 
Observation & Analysis of Student Data

This data represents students who took the Spring AZELLA Reassessment with you. 
Newly enrolled students might be missing.
If one of your student’s data is missing, check the following sources:

● SIS 
● SDELL70 AZELLA Student Test History Report 
● Student’s cumulative or EL folder



Step 2a: Observation of Student Data

Depending on the way students are grouped in your classroom/site/district, this 
portion of Step 2 may be skipped.  For example, if students are grouped by 
proficiency level, all students would be the same overall proficiency level versus a 
grade-band or ILLP grouping.



Step 2a: Observation of Student Data

Completed Sample from Stage III

Some names are representative of our refugee population.



Step 2b: Observation of Student Data

The left hand column descriptors are taken from the Proficient column of the AZELLA 
Threshold Performance Level Descriptors (found on ADE’S website)



Step 2b: Observation of Student Data

Completed Sample from Stage III



Step 3: Analysis of Student Data
What does the data tell you?

As needed, remind teachers of the data mindsets (slide 4) and data analysis sentence 
starters (slide 7)
Analyze and synthesize!



Step 3: Analysis of Student Data
What does the data tell you?

Completed Sample from Stage III
(These look different by teacher.)



Step 4: Goal Setting
What can I do to ensure all students reach proficiency?

Examples (Quantitative or qualitative: this part is driven by the teacher. Ensure that 
goals are ambitious and realistic)

● The following students will reclassify:  …..
● The following students will move up a level: ……
● All students will be more confident with extended written responses and be 

able to use checklists to evaluate their own writing.
● All students will be reading on grade level by the end of the year!



Step 4: Goal Setting
What can I do to ensure all students reach proficiency?

Completed Sample from Stage III
(These look very different by teacher.)



Step 5: Next Steps
What can I do to ensure all students reach proficiency?

Some examples are
-collaborate with other teachers
-read _____ book 
-take a look at district adopted resources and get a better feel for how it 
addresses/does not address ELD Needs: What can I use? What do I need to 
supplement?
-map out specific ELPS
-use PLDs for planning / assessment purposes
-small group/differentiation
-tailored action plans
-after school tutoring
-begin RTI process and interventions early
-warm ups/routines for _______
-spiral _________ (specific skills, like phonemic awareness, etc)
-emphasis on modeling and scaffolding
-analyze practice test data (keep!)
-ELD methodologies
-tailor ELD methodologies to student needs
-ask for coaching when I need help



Step 5: Next Steps
What can I do to ensure all students reach proficiency?

Completed Stage III Sample
(These look very different by teacher.)



Step 6: Closure

Consider site and district support. Be reasonable with expectations (we cannot 
provide an extra prep time every day)
 Some examples are
-schedule coaching time for __________
-schedule peer observations with coaches 
-set up collegial coaching sessions
-I need _______ resource or material by ________
-assistance from _______ to achieve _________ (a specific item listed in step 5)



Step 6: Closure

Completed Stage III Sample



Closure

Why would this process be good for your practice?

What questions do you have about this process?

What challenges might you encounter when you go 
back to your site?

Q/A to reflect on how they could implement this process in their 
district/school/classroom.




